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 Abstract 
New, high-tech military equipment is more expensive to buy & maintain than previous 

generation. Besides, procurement programmes show cost overruns. Meanwhile, French 

national budgets – as the British one – is tightened. Will France be able to afford new, high-

tech, expensive military equipment over the long run? Indeed, such weapons entail economic 

and tactical-military issues. 

On the economic side, expensive equipment mobilises a greater share of the budget, leaving less 

money for other expenditures. As a result, trade-offs are required among equipment & 

workforce; services compete for money to meet their specific needs; it leaves less room for 

manoeuvre to face hazards. A possibility is to reduce the amount ordered and spread out 

deliveries but both measures ultimately increase costs. Another one is betting on exportations to 

reduce unit costs. This is a risky gambling, and such a strategy might feed a global arms race.  

As for the military-tactical impacts, such high-tech equipment does not come into service in 

sufficient amount to meet both domestic and operational needs. Skills might be lost and a single 

unit loss is more severely felt. In addition, entry in service takes so long that needs have to be 

anticipated decades ahead. At the same time, electronic components experience rapid 

obsolescence, which raises maintenance issues and complicates standardisation.  
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1. Introduction 
An intergenerational comparison shows that new, high-tech military equipment is more 
expensive to buy & maintain. Several reasons can be put forward (non-exhaustive list): 
(1) performance is increased; (2) amount is reduced; (3) it must meet new needs. In 
addition, procurement programmes often experience delays and cost overruns in many 
countries (France, UK, US, Canada, Australia, Russia,…). At the same time, national 
budgets are tightened in France as in the UK: the 1st French budget item is debt 
repayment. In France, this financial situation undermines the ability to meet the latest 
White Paper’s objectives for 2015. Will France be able to afford new, high-tech, 
expensive military equipment over the long run?1  
 

Table 1: Evolution of defence spending items in France since 2001 in M€  
(figures come from Initial Finance Act (LFI)  

except for 2011, 2012 & 2013 which come from projected Finance Act (PLF)) 
 

                                                      
1 This paper focuses on France but this issue affects other countries, even though their financial situation 
is not necessarily as unfavourable as France’s. 



 
 
Consequences are of twofold nature: economic and financial on one hand, tactical-
military on the other hand.  
 
Let us start with the economic side.  
 
 
2. Economic impact of increasingly costly equipment 

 
Equipment expensive to buy & maintain obviously mobilises a larger share of the 
budget, leaving less money for other expenditures. Besides, cost overruns in 
procurement programmes, by definition unplanned, compel to reallocate money to the 
detriment of other needs. Structurally speaking, MPs conclude an annual cost increase 
of about 3.2 % for procurement programmes2. In a context of chronic budget deficit, 
realloting money comes to digging a hole to fill up another hole.  
 
Several consequences are entailed. 
 

2.1. Amount cut, deliveries spread out 

Faced with such an escalation, the amount ordered is reduced and/or deliveries 
are spread out, which increases costs at the end of the day.  

                                                      
2 TRON, G., HABIB, D., FOURGOUS, J.-M. & CAZENEUVE, B. (2008), Rapport d’information 

déposé en conclusion des travaux de la Mission d’évaluation et de contrôle (MEC) sur le financement des 

projets d’équipement naval militaire, French Assemblée Nationale, n°717, 201 p. 



Amount ordered is cut 

Procurement programmes may be affected by cost overruns or cash unavailability. The 
usual reaction is ordering less, according to the French Court of Auditors3.  
 
Small programmes, such as nuclear attack submarines Barracuda or the BPCs (Force 
Projection and Command Ships), escape this “general reformatting”. Horizon frigates 
are an exception.4 
 

Table 2: Initial and final amount ordered for main French military equipment 
 

Procurement programmes Initial amount Final amount 

Leclerc tanks 1,400 408 
SNLE-NG nuclear submarines 6 4* 
Rafale airplanes 320 286 (209) 
Tigre attack helicopters 215 120 then 80 
FREMM multimission frigates 18 11 
VBCI infantry combat vehicles 700 630 
NH90 medium transport helicopters 220 160 
BPC force projection and command ships 2 2 

Barracuda attack submarines 6 6 

Horizon class antiaircraft frigates 4 2 
FELIN (individual infantry equipment) 31,455 22,588 

* for a superior cost (+27%) than initially fixed to produce the 6 considered units 
 
The marine Rafale airplanes were reduced in 2006 from 60 to 58 units “in order to 
compensate the cost rise in the development of the plane and the obsolescence’s 
treatment” 5. As for the air version, 40 units were delivered instead of 57 over 2003-
2008 because the service could not afford such a buying rate. 
 
Cutting the Tigre helicopters amount from 215 to 80 enabled to cut by three the bill (3 
B€) but its unit price increased by 78 %6. 
 

Deliveries are spread out  

Another option besides cutting amounts is spreading out deliveries. French Army got 3 
Tigre helicopters at the end of 2004 though it should have got received 2 in 2003 and 7 
in 2004. Barracuda submarines are delivered at a pace of one every two years. NH-90 
helicopters have been delivered to the Navy at a pace of 2 every year from 2006 to 2011 

                                                      
3 Ibid., p.54 . 
4 The same applies to the PAAMS systems that equip them. ADAM, P, BEAUDOUIN, P & FROMION, 
Y (2009) Rapport d’information déposé par la commission de la défense nationale et des forces armées 

sur l’exécution de la loi de programmation militaire pour les années 2003 à 2008, French Assemblée 
Nationale, n°1378, p.51. 
5 ADAM, P, BEAUDOUIN, P & FROMION, Y (2009) op. cit., p.52. 
6 COURT OF AUDITORS (2010) La conduite des programmes d’armement, 2010, p.50. 



(and 1 in 2005)7. At the end of the day, the military gets later than originally planned 
less equipment that originally planned, the Court concludes8. 
 

Table 3: Delay for some major procurement programmes 
 

Programme Delay 

(years) 

Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier 4,5 
Tigre attack helicopters ~5 
Rafale airplanes (Air Force & Navy) 9 
NH-90 transport helicopter ~5 
VBCI infantry combat vehicles ~2 
Scalp EG missile 2 
BPC force projection and command ships 1 
Barracuda attack submarine +3 
A400M transport airplane 5 
Horizon antiaircraft frigates ~1,5 

 
Meanwhile, old equipment’s life is extended... at a cost (maintenance takes +10 % a 
year). For instance, delay in the first NH90 delivery – originally planned for 2005 – 
compelled the Navy to extend the life of its Super Frelon helicopters9. As they were 
quite old, each flight hour required 30 hours of maintenance10 and their poor availability 
limited the Navy’s ability to continuously realise its SAR missions11. 
 
 

2.2. Too expensive to maintain? Let’s cut their amount! 
French MPs noticed that new equipment is more expensive to maintain than previous 
generation12. With a constrained envelope, lower units partly compensate increased 
expenses. As a result, some pieces of equipment – such as tanks – is re-organised in 
“common fleets” (PEGP policy) while others are lent among forces. 
But extending the curbs shows very few equipment will cost an arm and a leg to 
maintain: does it make sense? 
 
 

2.3. Trade-offs among equipment & workforce 

To stabilise the quantity-cost ratio, lowering units is associated with cutting workforce. 
Indeed, the Chief of Staff has few options:  

                                                      
7 BERNARD, J-L & CARRÉ, A (2004) Rapport d’information déposé par la commission de la défense 

nationale et des forces armées sur les conditions d’exécution des grands programmes de défense, French 
Assemblée Nationale, n°1922, p.37. 
8 Ibid., p.54. 
9 The first helicopters arrived in the Navy in 2010. The average age of Super Frelon was 37 years. 
10 JEZEQUEL, S. (2008) “Super Frelon. A bout de souffle”, Le télégramme, June 4 2008. 
11 ADAM, P, BEAUDOUIN, P & FROMION, Y (2009) op. cit., p.52. 
12 VBCI vehicles plus Leclerc tanks maintenance make up for 60 % of land equipment maintenance. 



- social charges used to be an adjustment tool but the military size has already 
been trimmed down, while wages were increased in 2010 to defuse a potential 
internal crisis13.  

- other items (maintenance, clothing, catering & other furniture,...) have already 
been reduced to such an amount that they cannot be lessen.  

- the only adjustment tool left is activity and operation. That means: financial 
margin is gained by decreasing either the amount of equipment or the 

workforce. 

 
Some analysts like the general Desportes argue the decision to downsize and 
professionalise the French military is partly due to the urgent need to save money14.  
The professionalization and subsequent reforms led to a staff cut of 22.2 % between 
1997 & 200115. A Senate report16 explicitly states that a 17 % cutback is settled over the 
2009-2015 period to compensate a rise in equipment spending in the military 
programme that spreads over the same period17. 
 
However, a minimum size is required to achieve certain missions. Today, some 
volunteers for mission deployment cannot go because nobody can replace them in their 
current position18. 
 

Table 4: Summary of solutions applied 
    

Equipment Maintenance costs Units 
 

� clustering of 
equipment (PEGP) 

Staff Social insurance 
contributions  

Workforce 

Army  Front Office           60% 
 Back Office            40% 

Front Office           70 % 
 Back Office            30 % 

 

                                                      
13 Wage increase for NCMs occurred in 1997, resulting in a global increase of  117,7 M€ (772 M Francs). 
In the 2010 budget, 99 M€ were redirected to improve the condition of the military personnel, including 
by increasing their wage. FRENCH MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (2009) “Le budget « Défense » 2010 
présenté à l’Assemblée nationale”, Spyworld-Actu, 6 November 2009 [available at: http://www.spyworld-
actu.com/spip.php?article11973]. 
14 General DESPORTES, V. (2010) Conference on the industrial answer to operational needs, Ecole 
Militaire, Paris, April 2010. 
15 FRENCH MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (2000) Rapport au Parlement sur l'exécution de la loi de 

programmation militaire et des mesures d'accompagnement économique et social et sur la réforme du 

service national, La documentation française, Paris. 
16 TRUCY, F, MASSERET, J-P & GUENÉ, C. (2009) Avis au nom de la commission des finances sur le 

projet de loi, adopté par l’Assemblée Nationale, relatif à la programmation militaire pour les années 

2009 à 2014 et portant diverses dispositions concernant la défense, French Senate, n° 548, p.19:  
“Financing equipment spending over 2009-2014 must mostly come from: workforce downsizing (3 B€ 
over the period) and exceptional resources (3,5 B€ over the period)”. 
17 “The deflation effort will be three times as much the one experienced during the professionalization”, 
said the general Jean-Louis GEORGELIN, Chief of Staff, interviewed on 13 January 2009, in 

BEAUDOUIN, P. & FROMION,Y (2009) Rapport d’information déposé par la commission de la défense 

nationale et des forces armées sur le projet de loi (n° 1216) relatif à la programmation militaire pour les 

années 2009 à 2014 et portant diverses dispositions concernant la défense, French Assemblée Nationale, 
n°1615, vol 2, p.56. 
18 Personal interviews of military. 



 
2.4. Less wiggle room to face hazards  

Acquiring an equipment goes with heavy financial commitments over 1 or 2 decades. 
This long-term overburden – not to say cost overruns – may limit the country’s ability 
to realise future acquisitions – not to mention urgent & unplanned needs. 
About 82 % of payment appropriation, i.e. what is annually spent on equipment, comes 
from previous allotments19. Over the 18 % left, 15 % are fixed by programmes already 
launched, for instance to confirm a conditional stage. When 97 % of a budget is already 
dictated by previous commitments, the wiggle room is extremely tight. How to cope 
with the unexpected? Worse, a crisis?  
 
When financial commitments add up and exceed the envelope, there is a budget bump. 
In 2008, it amounted to about 3 B€ and could reach 40 B€ by 202520. So the question is: 
where to cut?  
 
 

2.5. Services compete for money to meet their specific needs 

Since a handful of programmes swallows most of the envelope, the overwhelming 
majority of programmes contend for bits and pieces. Competition is fierce to justify 
one’s needs, and even when it is so, the service must even convince its need deserves to 
be satisfied uppermost.  
This competition among services bears unexpected consequences. 
The Army’s equipment is comparatively less expensive but more numerous. Most 
officers I could talk to feel like their needs are trumped by the two other services’ 
because they are relatively cheap and less emblematic21. Temptation has grown to 
follow the “big is beautiful” motto and design a procurement programme in the same 
order of magnitude as the Air Force’s (Rafale, ~40 B€) or Navy’s programmes (aircraft 
carrier ~2/3 B€, nuclear submarine ~15 B€). This is one explanation for the SCORPION 
programme22. 
 
With reduced quantity, marginal cost increases. How to keep a low price without 
national orders? 
 
 

                                                      
19 Personal interview of an officer at HQ level, 2010. 
20 GUISNEL, J.  “L'UMP analyse le Livre blanc sur la défense [et la sécurité nationale] pour la campagne 
présidentielle”, Le Point.fr, 28 April 2011 [available at : http://www.regards-citoyens.com/article-l-ump-
analyse-le-livre-blanc-sur-la-defense-pour-la-campagne-presidentielle-par-jean-guisnel-le-point-fr-
72753720.html] and Rédaction de L'Usine Nouvelle (2008) “La Défense aurait bien besoin d'une bulle 
pour financer sa bosse budgétaire”, L'Usine Nouvelle, 7 November 2008 [available at : 
http://www.usinenouvelle.com/article/la-defense-aurait-bien-besoin-d-une-bulle-pour-financer-sa-bosse-
budgetaire.N26924] 
21 BERNARD, J-L & CARRÉ, A (2004) op. cit., p.58 and personal interview of an officer at HQ level, 
2010. 
22 This programme aims at modernising equipment for disembarked troops. 



2.6. Arms trade promotion 

When the FREMM programme went from 17 to 11 units, MPs wrote that “keeping the 
same unit cost will depend on the ability to sell abroad the 6 left frigates.”23 Similarly, 
exporting NH-90 enabled to constrain the programme cost24. A400M promoters also 
rely on exports. Because technical risks exceeded the financial risk provision, the 
solution agreed upon is based on the hypothesis that 400 to 500 airplanes will be 
exported. 
By so doing, affordability to equip our forces partly depends on national arms 
industries’ ability to export weapons. It comes down to encouraging arms trade in order 
to operate a national defence.  
Besides, you can lose this risky gamble: with no Rafale airplanes exports, the French 
government has to buy more units25, limiting its financial capacity to buy equipment its 
forces genuinely need.  
 
Finally, “today many companies are looking at foreign markets much sooner—or even 
instead of home markets,”26 Terrence Guay writes in 2007. By relying more on export 
markets, the British government decided last year to integrate export concerns in its 
equipment design27. Will France follow? What could be the operational consequences? 
 

 
3. Operational impacts of increasingly costly equipment 

3.1. Risk of downgrading 
The French military has been downsized while being deployed as never since the 1960s. 
Priority thus goes to urgency, i.e. external operations, to the detriment of training28. As a 
result, time dedicated to training has been cut down. Ten years ago, pilots were 
expected to fly at least 250 hours a year to be considered as fully able to cope with the 
most extreme situations; today, the minimum is 180 hours29. 
According to the MP Jean-Claude Viollet, “for lack of training means, skills decline in 

the tactical realm.” 30 “To date [28 October 2009], the Air Force considers dropping at 

                                                      
23 ADAM, P, BEAUDOUIN, P & FROMION, Y (2009) op. cit., p.51. 
24 BERNARD, J-L & CARRÉ, A (2004) op. cit., p.35. 
25 The minimum Rafale production pace is about 14 planes a year (more than 80 over a 6 year-period) 
otherwise Dassault produces at a loss. 
26 Globalization and its Implications for the Defense Industrial Base, February 2007. 
27 Here is the original writing : “Support for defence exports remains an important aspect of defence 

policy, in that it can reduce equipment costs to the UK tax payer, support jobs, facilitate bilateral 
defence links with allies and friends and enables countries to take responsibility for their defence and 
security needs. It is therefore in the MOD’s interest to work with industry to take account of 

possible future exports when developing equipment for the UK Armed Forces.” (our italics). 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DEFENCE (2010) Adaptability and Partnership: Issues for the Strategic 

Defence Review, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, p.38.  
28 Information confirmed by CDT TRICOT, F. (2010) “Pour un recours à la technologie, contre le dogme 
de l’uniformisation.”, DSI, n°57, p.78: equipment “is more and more often deployed, as soon as it is in 
service and for a long time, on theatres where environmental and operational conditions are difficult. 
Maintenance focuses on these deployments to the detriment of equipment left in France, where staff 
training becomes problematic.” 
29 JEZEQUEL, S. (2008) “Super Frelon. A bout de soufflé”, Le télégramme, 4 June 2008. 
30 “We only have one available C160 5 weeks a year to drop at very low altitude”. Commission de la 
défense nationale et des forces armées (2009) Compte rendu - Examen pour avis des crédits pour 2010, 
n°13, La documentation française, Paris, pp 16,17, 19. 



low-altitude is a skill already lost and the process is under way for managing complex 

air systems such as nationals' evacuation or humanitarian air bridges. They are 

capabilities that require time to acquire and that may be lost very quickly.” In other 
words, the Air Force is henceforth unlikely to realise the entire spectrum of the missions 
it used to fulfil. “As regard air transport, for instance [i.e. helicopters], this [operational] 
contract is today fulfilled just at 38 % by the services’ own means.”31 
 
 

3.2. Too expensive to be used?  
With maintenance costs soaring, a temporary solution is to limit the number of airplanes 
in operational service by ‘putting away’ some Leclerc tanks and Tigre helicopters, even 
if it even more reduces the number of equipment in service32. 
The problem is: superior performance cannot make up for low quantity. Waging a war 
implies a certain attrition rate. Let us take the example of helicopters. Between 2001 and 
mid-2010, 56 helicopters were lost by accidents and 12 by hostile shots: “the size of our 
airmobile forces must take into account this eternal imponderable and fleets’ wearing-
out,”33 an officer pleads.  
What about when only a few pieces of equipment are in service?  
 
 

3.3. Marginal lost, bigger impact 
Less equipment entered in service with delay results in a severe downsizing in 
equipment pool, up to the point that any single loss takes the military closer to a 
capacity shortage. According to a French naval aviator, its division has been losing an 
average of one airplane a year since the 1950s. “However, the difference with the 70s or 

the 80s is that the naval aviation division is walking on a tight rope (whatever one may 

say) on a quantitative level, up to the point that a single loss entails capacity breaches 

(true, temporary, but a very real one in fact). This is a novelty, though, and it is rather 

worrisome. When equipment amount is leanly calculated, without sufficient 

consideration for operational reality, we clench our cheeks hoping it will be OK. This 

kind of behaviour attests a very serious deterioration of naval aviation division’s 

conditions and capacities, though being the resource that only the US has in the world 

besides us.”34 
 
 

3.4. Too long to enter service to be up-to-date? 
Modern equipment takes time to be brought into service (10-20 years for airplanes, 
vehicles, tanks) and are supposed to last ~40 years. Can we anticipate needs 60 years 
ahead?  

                                                      
31 Court of Auditors (2010) op. cit., p.56.  In January 2009, MPs wrote that “even if all the contractual 
commitments are met, the Army will have to cope with a major capability gap as soon as 2010 and will 
find back half of its capacities by 2015”, in ADAM, P, BEAUDOUIN, P & FROMION, Y (2009) op. cit., 
p.46-47 
32 Court of Auditors (2010) op.cit., p.56. Information confirmed by personal interview, 2010. 
33 LTC AUBE, C. (2010) “Quelle synergie aéroterrestre?”, DSI, n°60, p.61. 
34 Quoted by GROS-VERHEYDE, N (2010) “Quatre Rafale en quatre ans. L’avion tricolore est-il fiable 
?”, Bruxelles2, 29 November 2010 [available at: http://www.bruxelles2.eu/marches-de-defense-
%E2%80%93-industrie/aviation/quatre-rafale-en-quatre-ans-lavion-tricolore-est-il-fiable.html]. 



Moreover, opting for late deliveries saves money in the short run but increases the 
probability of delivering unsuitable and technically obsolete equipment35. Indeed, by the 
time a required technology is developed and/or the various functional elements are 
integrated, the demand can change. Indeed, the geopolitical situation has changed and 
the military need is no longer adapted; or potential adversaries have adapted or are 
adapting to what is being developed; or the military finds another technology 
operationally useful and wants to integrate it. Consequently, it seems very unlikely to 
wage a war on the terms initially outlined.  
The sudden fall of the Soviet Union provides several examples of outdated equipment. 
Antitank missiles concept dates back to the 1980s and the first antitank development 
occurred in 1988, one year before the fall of the Berlin Wall. Today, they are used 
against bunkers, caves, personnel,... but not against tanks. Likewise, the very first need 
statement for Leclerc tanks dates back to 1973 and the tanks came into service in 1998. 
Similarly, some specifications of the Tigre attack helicopter were revised36. Both were 
designed to face heavy tanks and are used in counter-insurrection against lightly armed 
personnel.   
Finally, let us focus on technological obsolescence. 
 
 

3.5.  Electronic components’ rapid obsolescence 
Military and civilian economic models are at odds: military equipment must last a 
couple of decades whereas civilian products, especially electronic ones, are disposable. 
Roughly speaking, software has a cycle of ~3 years; electronic cards production has a 
cycle of ~5 years, while most mechanical parts have a cycle of ~20 years. Inserting lots 
of electronic cards and software in military equipment makes them older quicker.  
Consequently, as production lines are broken earlier, larger spare parts stocks are kept 
to ensure products maintenance for years to come. Moreover, obsolescence is treated 
earlier with costly modification campaigns – more frequent than mid-life updates. 
Another consequence is that this rapid obsolescence disrupts standardisation. Actually, 
upon receipt, parts may differ from those on the very first units. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
External factors including global competition and interoperability constraint urge states 
such as France to go for high-tech equipment. However, such a technological 
complexity requires a financial standing France cannot currently demonstrate.  
Because financial resources are not up to the needs, the state has three possibilities, the 
efficiency of which are constrained by the inertia force of the budget mechanism: 

- downsizing the military workforce, 
- spreading out programmes, 
- cutting the amount ordered, 

the latest option being limited by the fact the: 
- profitability is negative below a certain production threshold; 

                                                      
35 “Though, contrary to what certain experts advocated, the current bill does not question the amount of 
Rafale to be bought in the long run (still 294), delivery pace considered for 2014, if it remains the same, 
would mean the latest unit delivered in 2036, which leads to question the final objective’s reality”, in 
TRUCY, F, MASSERET, J-P & GUENÉ, C. (2009) op. cit., p.17. 
36 COURT OF AUDITORS (2010) op. cit., p.55. 



- marginal cost increases as output decreases. 
Situation is troublesome: with a more expensive and rarer staff (limited recruitment and 
priority given to ‘fighting’) and with a constrained budget, equipment maintenance for 
operations and training is endangered. Besides, low amount and delay result in limited 
means deployed on a theatre.  
Paradoxically, sophisticated equipment is supposed to better fulfil missions but it 
actually endangers the very capacity to fulfil operational contracts37. 
Current technical choices lead to more and more expensive equipment. Some even fear 
equipment might become more expensive than human38. Moreover, such a high-tech 
army does not guarantee a rapid success on the ground. As a consequence, one can 
reasonably question such a choice over the long run.  
 

                                                      
37 An operational contract determines the objectives the military have to meet to efficiently fulfil its 
missions. 
38 Interview with an officer, controller general, 2010. 
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